
EVALUATION 2010

I'm confused. What are they talking about?
I found out new methods for working with people.
Sometimes I wanted to be on another place
Freaks?
I realised that the profession of facilitator could be really useful
Come on! Prepare project!

To spend the whole day at school is really exhausting
I am looking forward to the second session. The first one was great.
Sometimes I had almost fallen into a sleep. Obviously Jan must have felt terribly because of the 
fever.
Hi
Sometimes I had so much fun here. The roleplaying was great.
I am curious to have a 4 hours exam with Jan :-)

Worried in the mot????? about how will I manage to survive through long lectures
Happy about funny moments in the lecture room, which add energy and dynamic
Very tired after exhausting week
Thinking about impossible things while I couldn't follow the lecturer anymore
Satisfied after role play of our group
Wishing to run away when other students ask stupid questions or speaking Czech language

What is that?
I'm quiet and i'm thinking about something good
Relax! I have not to think about something and i'm with myself
I want to see the world from another point of view
Jooo!
There is something i've seen

Not using experiences and knowledge of the group
Participative approach
Missing break in afternoon session
Too many people / not that inclusive
Great study materials
It should be more practical facilitation in smaller groups!

It is really a beautiful day for a walk
But I have to go to school
And now I need a break, have some sleep
I need some physical exercise
I'm so happy
I'm looking forward to being home with my dear...

There is so many people...
How will it be? I'm looking forward to it!
I'm tired. I don't speak as much as I would....
If I want to, I can stay on my head – Every problem has its solution!
I met many interesting people and games / icebreakers were great!
Have a bier today!!~!



10am is early morning to me
Interactions (not often in seminars)
Long sessions – difficult to concentrate
In Slovakia we had elections – couldn't vote
Nice people
New skills, methods usable in real life as well

What?
Boring
Crazy
I'm happy
thinking

Too many information
I will learn something new
Am I skilled now?
I'm skilled now!
It was fun
Let's use it and run for Sunday

It is hard to try to be a facilitator
I'm looking forward to new knowledge
After lunch it was hard not to sleep. But fortunately there were some energizers! :-)
Energizers activities
I like discussions about environmental topics!
I am hurry for a coffee

I so much time (long) I must concentrate
Yeah, so many people to discussion and share opinions
Time after lunch – it is very difficult to concentrate
Energizer
I have learned so many new things!
Hurry up after lunch, tea break

So hard day...
Go to school...
Oooh, so much new information... :-) but interesting
Oooh, where is my head?
I'm facilitator
Hurry to workshop

A lot of new information...
Wow... New English course. I think it's will be very interesting
I heed a break and i'm so hungry
Super energizer... I'm a little pussycat
Lunch break!!

To find out something interesting
To look forward to seeing people I have got to know
Feeling tired after the lunch and at about 15 o'clock
I got crazy not to be able to follow!
Happy to understand something



Time is running too fast and I must catch up with that speed.

Boring
Funny
It takes too long time, repeating the same things on and on
I want to try to facilitate instead of just listening about it, without practical experience it's useless
Lunch break
Go home. Hopefully the exam will be more interesting than the lessons

What the hell is future search
Yupiii!!! The first two workshops were perfect and great and inspirative! And so the last two!
OMG, how can I be aware of so many things....!?
Well, this is hard! I simply can't get on with one of my classmates!
I love this course!
Come on, hurry up! You can't be late for the theatre performance on Friday!

Be or not to be neutral in facilitation?
I can divide my official speech and my personal opinions
And to make possible their mutual understanding
One day I will be skilled enough to connect people
The world can be better plance when people exchange their ideas + contects peacefully
Time to get some vegetarian sandwich

Still talking, need break... 5 minutes... still talking, still no break
Good info in the Zhaba programme
Now I have time for my inner thoughts
Maybe this way I will see it through your eyes
Break on a right time
Coming back from lunch. Less bones next time

Some people talk too much and others are too shy...
The roleplay is fun and quick!
I am falling asleep – I need to do an energizers / icebreaker
Hopefully I will retain most of the skills that I gained and develop them!
Yay! Energizer or icebreaker!
I am tired of sitting down all the time – I want to run out of the building and play in the snow!

SWOT
Role-plays
WBCSD
Energizers
Break
reading ZHABA material

I entered the class with big expectations. They were all met.
My small background on environmental issues got me confused sometimes
Felt sleepy after lunch break but always managed to follow what you were saying
Very lively facilitator. I felt like being willing to do mind gymnastics all the time
Great optimistic attitude / good energizers / good class atmosphere
Maybe a bigger lunch break. An hour is not enough because we had to go outside the building and 
that took time.



Homework and take your responsibility
I'm really happy I discover this field of...
In the middle of the day it was really hard to follow
2nd day when I was starting to realize what is a facilitator
Expecting the exam :-)
During g?????? and role-plays, it really helped me to learn

Few times I felt lost. For example by SWOT analysis I didn't know what are people talking about. 
More people spoke together and I didn't know, which one to listen to
Sometimes it was too long for me and I was tired
I liked the energizer game :-)
The lecturer was full of energy and it gave also energy to me
Sorry for coming late from lunch. The restaurant wasn't really fast.

First class when I didn't understand what facilitation is
After class on 10th of December it was brilliant, inspirative, makes me feel change something
Maybe on first day
When we talked about ground rules and whole theory from reader. I read and others didn't so it was 
boring for me to listen all over again. I needed discussion on that topic, not introduction.
After good feedback from role playing facilitator
When doing SWOT

Some participants were a bit annoying + some speaking Czech only
Feeling good to be part of such a group and to get a lot of new and useful knowledge
Being tired in the afternoon + very sleepy
More energizers needed
I felt very good and relaxed: no scarcity, happy to participate
Always on time + it was enough time for all group tasks, sometimes even a bit too much time

What is environmental facilitation process
I'm pretty happy to participate, coz this are very interesting classes
I wanna sleep but I have to spend here 13 hours more
Focus, focus! Now!
Good energizers
The end finally :-)
Yep, that was really good :-)


